
  How to get to Campo Pachico 

All packages are sold as self-arrivals. 

The closest airport to us is Loreto (LTO) and there are flights from Los Angeles (LAX) five days a week and 

twice a week from Tijuana airport.  

Once in Loreto one of the easiest way to get to Campo Pachico is to rent a vehicle and drive yourselves. 

Otherwise, there is van transportation services that can be arrange. 

The drive from Loreto to Campo Pachico is about 4.5 hours traffic depending. If driving your selves we 

suggest to not plan on driving same day as arrival so you don’t drive at dark. 

Directions: 

From Loreto, get highway 1 north, next town is Mulege (1.5 hours), Santa Rosalia (2.5 hours), San 

Ignacio town (3.5 hours). Arriving in San Ignacio turn left into town at “whale skeleton”, if you pass gas 

station (on your right) you missed it. Drive into town for 2.5 kilometers until you get to town square and 

mission on your right. 

From north to south, it will be about 9-12 hours from US border depending on traffic, arriving to San 

Ignacio town pass gas station (on your left) and turn on next right into town and drive for 2.5 kilometers 

until you get to town square and mission on your right. 

Once in San Ignacio:  Turn left with town square on your left and mission behind you, follow this street 

for 3 blocks and turn right at blue sign towards Laguna San Ignacio, two blocks and turn left and in 300 

meters you will get on paved road and go for 50 kilometers, once you reach the end of paved road, slow 

down and drive straight for 10 more kilometers until you reach the beach, then turn right and Campo 

Pachico is in front of you.  Bienvenidos! / Welcome! 

 

 

Pachico’s Ecotours/Legacy Whale Tours  

805-258-9128 

www.pachicosecotours.com 

http://www.pachicosecotours.com/

